
 •  What foundational concepts and skills might students need 
to engage in those procedures? 

 •  How will I ensure every student has the foundation they 
need and is developing the necessary strategies and/or auto-
maticities? 

     Figure 7.2  provides the list of our Seven Signifi cant Strategies for rea-
soning (described in  Chapter 4 ) and relevant automaticities (described 
in  Chapter 5 ). Appendix B provides a reference page for both lists. 

       FIGURE 7.2   Reference Page of Reasoning Strategies and Automaticities 

    SEVEN SIGNIFICANT 
REASONING STRATEGIES    

    RELEVANT OPERATIONS    

     1.  Count On/Count Back      Addition and subtraction  

     2.  Make Tens      Addition  

     3.  Use Partials      Addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division  

     4.  Break Apart to Multiply      Multiplication  

     5.  Halve and Double      Multiplication  

     6.  Compensation       Addition, subtraction, and multiplication  

     7.  Use an Inverse Relationship      Subtraction and division  

    AUTOMATICITIES        RELEVANT OPERATIONS    

  Basic facts    Addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division  

  Breaking apart all numbers through 10    Addition and subtraction  

  Base-10 combinations    Addition and subtraction  

  Using 25s    Multiplication and division  

  Using 15s and 30s    Multiplication and division  

  Doubling    Multiplication  

  Halving    Division  

  Fraction equivalents within fraction families    Addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division  

  Conversions between common decimals and fractions    Addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division  

online
resources

  This resource can be downloaded at   resources.corwin.com/fi guringoutfl uency.  
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  For multiplication, rectangles can illustrate compensation think-
ing. Here is an example for 28 × 12 (described earlier) that might look 
like this:          

        FIGURE 4.11   Show Me! Student Example “Proofs”            

If you have 2 bags of candy and put 1 more in 
both bags, the diff erence between the bags 
is the same.

If you have some money and get 
an extra dollar but also spend an 
extra dollar, you end up with the 
same amount.

The distance (diff erence) 
is the same, just shifted 
over on the number line.

 Any contexts are a good fi t for using compensation, but contexts  are  
important. As illustrated in Activity 4.3, students use contexts to 
reason about equality. 

 Stop & Reflect 
 The fi rst fi ve strategies involved ways to break numbers apart. 
Compensation instead involves imagining a simpler problem 
(and then adjusting it to preserve equivalence). How might 
you help students understand these two diff erent ways of 
reasoning? 

(Continued)
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  Essentially, rather than record that 70 – 50 = 20, the 2 is recorded next 
to the 9. Just like the U.S. algorithm, the next step is to think about 
how many 5s are in 29, which is done mentally, then subtracted from 
29 to get a remainder of 4. This algorithm, like the U.S. algorithm, is 
a digit-based procedure. But let’s go further. How does the algorithm 
for division measure up to the U.S. method on the procedural fl uen-
cy component of effi ciency? The Mexican method is fewer steps and 
therefore is more effi cient. 

 We must respect the strategies students bring from their cultures for 
distinctive reasons. Obviously, it honors their cultural heritage, en-
dorsing methods in use at home, which can strengthen the partner-
ship between school and community. But it isn’t just for the students’ 
benefi t—it is for everyone’s benefi t. Including “cultural” algorithms 
affi rms that there are lots of ways to do a math problem. Comparing 
algorithms between countries can also highlight place value concepts 
and strengthen understanding of the procedures themselves. Honor-
ing strategies from other countries and cultures builds cultural rele-
vance, strengthens the school–community partnership, and exposes 
students to more fl uent thinking. 

  Even the U.S. standard algorithm is not standard in terms of nota-
tions ( Fuson & Beckmann, 2012–2013 ;  Kanter & Leinwand, 2018 ). The 
Council of Chief State School Offi cers (CCSSO) never defi nes it ( Reys & 
Thomas, 2011 ).  Fuson and Beckmann (2012–2013)  argue that because 
an algorithm is “a series of steps,” then how it is notated should not de-
fi ne that algorithm. So, for example, adding multidigit whole numbers 
 using the standard algorithm  means adding from the smallest place value 
and working to the left. Therefore, all the options in   Figure 2.4  are the 
standard algorithm, notated differently. 

 TEACHING 
TAKEAWAY 

 Honoring strategies 
from other countries 
and cultures builds 
cultural relevance, 
strengthens the 
school–community 
partnership, and 
exposes students to 
more fluent thinking. 

       FIGURE 2.4   U.S. Standard Algorithm for Addition   
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  When people are able to participate and perform effectively in mathe-
matics contexts, they have mathematical agency ( Aguirre et al., 2013 ). 
It is the behavioral side of people’s mathematics identity, or their 
 identity-in-action. Students with mathematical agency see themselves 
as mathematical thinkers who understand what they are doing and 
feel they  can  solve a problem without being shown how. In fact, such 
students exhibit mathematical profi ciency as defi ned by the Nation-
al Research Council—exhibiting both conceptual understanding and 
procedural fl uency, but also strategic competence, adaptive reasoning, 
and a productive disposition. 

 Because effective instruction of (real) fl uency values actions—such as 
selecting, understanding, and evaluating strategies, as well as fl exibility 
and reasonableness—students are able to develop strategic competence 
and adaptive reasoning. These competencies positively shape their 
mathematics identity, while also nurturing their mathematical agency. 
The mathematical agency of students is actualized when they choose a 
strategy to successfully solve a problem. Conversely, a sense of agency 
cannot develop when students are not given the opportunity to select a 
strategy or learn to check for reasonableness. And yet this is the culture 
of many classrooms: Students are shown or told how to solve problems 
and not encouraged to employ their own reasoning or strategy. 

 Tragically, many educators have the unproductive belief that students 
with disabilities or students who struggle require this type of support 
(i.e., being shown a step-by-step process with little or no attention to 
conceptual understanding or reasoning). They also believe that having 
students memorize just one method is in their best interest. This belief 
is a mistake for several reasons. First, memorizing is a weak learning 
strategy, particularly for students with disabilities. Instead, procedur-
al fl uency for students with disabilities should infuse research-based 
strategies such as using a concrete–semi-concrete–abstract (CSA) ap-
proach to learning procedures, think-alouds, peer-assisted learning, 
and explicit strategy instruction ( Gersten et al., 2009 ;  NCTM, 2007 ). 
Second, memorizing without understanding can lead to a negative 
mathematics identity (“I don’t understand this”) and no sense of math-
ematical agency (“I don’t know how to fi nd an answer”). Students with 
disabilities benefi t every bit as much as other students from an in-
structional focus on fl uency with effi ciency, fl exibility, and accuracy. 
Every student deserves opportunities to develop procedural fl uency 
and thereby also develop positive mathematical identities and agency. 

 TEACHING 
TAKEAWAY 

 Students with 
disabilities benefit 
as much as other 
students from an 
instructional focus 
on fluency with 
eff iciency, flexibility, 
and accuracy. 

 Stop & Reflect 
 What do you see as the relationships among identity, agency, 
and procedural fluency? 

Chapter 1 • What Does Fluency Real ly Mean, and Why Does It Matter?   17

Figuring Out Fluency in Mathematics 
Teaching and Learning:

The Book at a Glance

The book offers Seven 
Significant Strategies and 
other automaticities for 
building f luency in all 
number types from whole 
numbers to fractions, dec-
imals, and integers.

Teaching Takeaways throughout 
the book help you recall important 
key ideas and highlight issues of 
access and equity.

Stop and Reflect boxes throughout 
help you connect main ideas to 
your practice.
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algorithm is or isn’t a good option. The standard algorithm is needed 
in these circumstances: 

1.     Numbers in the expression or equation do not lend 
themselves to a mental method. 

2.  Numbers in the expression or equation do not lend 
themselves to a convenient option (e.g., Compensation). 

3.  You don’t know an alternate method. 

4.  You want an option to check an answer when the results 
from a different method do not seem reasonable. 

   Meaningful practice—such as the fl uency routine “That One” (see Ac-
tivity 2.1)—can help students analyze what features of a problem to 
notice so that they can make sound decisions about when the standard 
algorithm is a good choice and when it is not. 

  Truth:  Standard algorithms are sometimes the best choice, sometimes 
not; therefore, standard algorithms are added to a repertoire of 
strategies, but they are not a replacement for them. 

 ACTIVITY 2.1
ROUTINE: “THAT ONE” 

  Materials:  A short list of three or four expressions (see examples below) 

  Directions : Post the list of expressions you create. Have students identify which expression(s) 
would be solved most effi  ciently with a standard algorithm and which ones lend to a reasoning 
strategy. Have students explain their decisions. 

   GRADE 3 
EX AMPLES   

   GRADE 4 
EX AMPLES   

   GRADE 5 
EX AMPLES   

   GRADE 6 
EX AMPLES   

 •     99 + 14 

 •  47 + 47 

 •  23 + 67    

 •     302 – 199 

 •  617 – 438 

 •  933 – 750    

 •      ÷5 1
4

       

 •   ÷7 1
3

       

 •   
÷3 1

6           

 •     0.25 × 48 

 •  9.89 × 12.3 

 •  3.7 × 4.1    

 Stop & Reflect 
 With Fallacy #4 and Fallacy #5 in mind, how might you respond 
to someone who asks, “Why doesn’t math instruction just 
focus on the algorithms (like the way  I  was taught)?” 
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      2. MAKE TENS
(ADDITION) 

  WHAT IT IS 
 The Make Tens strategy begins with the basic fact strategy, Making 10, 
wherein students break apart one of the numbers to move some over 
to another addend so that it becomes 10 (e.g., 9 + 6 = 10 + 5, moving 
1 from the 6 to the 9). Grounded in place value, this is one of the most 
adaptable and useful reasoning strategies. We use the label Make Tens 
to include all of these variations within rational numbers: 

 •    Making 10 with basic facts (e.g., 9 + 6, changed to 10 + 5) 

 •  Make Tens (e.g., 29 + 16, changed to 30 + 15) 

 •  Make Hundreds (e.g., 589 + 246, changed to 600 + 235) 

 •  Make Thousands (e.g., 1,950 + 4,570, changed to 
2,000 + 4,520, etc.) 

 •  Make a Whole with decimals and fractions (e.g., 1.8 + 4.45, 
changed to 2.0 + 4.25) 

 •  Make a Zero with integers (e.g., –24 + 38, changed to 
–24 + 24 + 14) 

   And when using variable expressions, the coeffi cients may fi t in any of 
these categories. Take a look at the problems in   Figure 4.1  to see if you 
can solve them using one of the Make Tens strategies. 

 ACTIVITY 4.1
FOCUS TASK: WHAT’S THE TEMPERATURE? 

  Materials:  Visual of a thermometer (or a vertical number line), one per student or pair           

  Directions:  Explain to the students that you are going to give a clue, and they are going to 
tell you the temperature you are thinking of. Have students record the related equations. 
Examples include the following: 

1.    In the morning, it was 19 degrees, and then, it warmed up 20 degrees. What’s the 
temperature? (19 + 20 = 39) 

2.  When you got to school, it was 67 degrees, but at recess time, it was 15 degrees 
cooler. What did the temperature drop to? (67 – 15 = 52) 

3.  It was 10 degrees when the sun set, and overnight the temperature dropped 18 
degrees. What was the temperature in the morning? (10 – 18 = –8)   

Resources can be downloaded at  resources.corwin.com/fi guringoutfl uency .online
resources
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    FRONT-END ESTIMATION 
 Front-end estimation relies on looking just at the greatest place value (es-
sentially ignoring or truncating the smaller place values) to get a rough 
estimate. Sometimes, adjustments are made to account for the numbers 
that were ignored. For example, in subtracting 561 − 325, the front end is 
the 100s place, and subtracting 100s leads to an estimate of 200. A person 
might look at the other places to adjust, noticing they are about 30 apart, 
and therefore adjust their estimate to 230. Adjusting an estimate can lead 
to students trying to add. Reinforce that they are just asking themselves, 
“Is there another 10 (or 100)?” Here is an example of this: 

   Example:  17.89 + 24.123 

  Thinking:  A front-end estimate is 30. Do I want to adjust? Is there 
about 10 in the ones? Yes, so I will adjust 30 and go up to 40. 

 ACTIVITY 3.7
GAME:  STAY OR GO  

  Materials:  Bottom-Up Hundred Chart (see   Figure 3.11 ), one per pair of students; deck of cards 
(remove all tens, jacks, and kings; queens = 0, aces = 1), one deck per pair; chip or marker for 
Hundred Chart 

  Directions:  Place deck facedown between the partners. Both players take two cards and 
turn them over side by side to form two 2-digit numbers. The goal is for the partners to work 
together to estimate. Player 1 gives the front-end estimate, placing a marker on the appropriate 
place on the Hundred Chart. Player 2 looks at numbers in the ones place and says either “stay” or 
“go up one row” (moving chip, if needed). Students record their estimates on a recording sheet. 

This resource can be downloaded at   resources.corwin.com/fi guringoutfl uency . 

       FIGURE 3.11   Bottom-Up Hundred Chart 

   91      92      93      94      95      96      97      98      99      100   

   81     82    83    84    85    86    87    88    89     90   

   71     72    73    74    75    76    77    78    79     80   

   61     62    63    64    65    66    67    68    69     70   

   51     52    53    54    55    56    57    58    59     60   

   41     42    43    44    45    46    47    48    49     50   

   31     32    33    34    35    36    37    38    39     40   

   21     22    23    24    25    26    27    28    29     30   

   11     12    13    14    15    16    17    18    19     20   

   1     2    3    4    5    6    7    8    9     10   

online
resources
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Thirty-six activities 
throughout the book take 
three flavors: routines, 
focus tasks, and games. 
Game boards and other 
student work mats are 
available for download at 
resources.corwin.com/
figuringoutfluency.
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  Talk About It 
1.    How would you describe quality practice to a colleague? 

2.  What things might you look for in fluency practice? 

3.  What practice approaches should you keep doing? Which might 
you rethink? 

4.  How might you infuse the types of practice shared in this chap-
ter (routines, worked examples, games, centers, and independent 
practice)? 

5.  How do you currently hold students accountable for practice? 
What new ideas might you also use? 

6.  How do you ensure that students reflect on what they learned 
through their practice?  

     Act On It 
1.     Review your practice resources . Identify which of your practice 

resources meet the characteristics of high-quality practice. Iden-
tify which things you should consider modifying or purging. In oth-
er words, which aspects of fluency are practiced? How might you 
adapt or enhance practice in order to have a balanced approach 
across the components of fluency? 

2.   Try an activity . Identify one of the routines, games, or centers 
from this chapter (or any other chapter) and begin to work it into 
your mathematics practice regimen. 

3.   Prepare worked examples . For a topic that is important to your 
grade and/or is coming up soon, create a pair of worked examples 
for students to compare and discuss as part of or all of a lesson. 
Consider how you might use a worked example in a formative or 
summative assessment.         

Chapter 6 • Fluency Pract ice Is Not a Worksheet   153

 Stop & Reflect 
 To what extent do you use  “When …”  as the lead into a 
classroom discussion? How might you incorporate “when” 
prompts more often? 

       FIGURE 4.12   Metacognitive Process for Selecting a Strategy            

 This resource can be downloaded at  resources.corwin.com/fi guringoutfl uency . 

1. Mental Can I do this in my
head? Solve it mentally

2. Adjust
Can I adjust some

numbers to make the
problem simpler?

Solve it mentally

Record new problem
on paper and solve

3. Keep
Shall I use partials or

a standard algorithm? Solve on paper

If yes…  

If yes…  

If no...

If no... 

online
resources

      FIGURING OUT FLUENCY: SEVEN 
SIGNIFICANT REASONING 
STRATEGIES 
 The purpose of this chapter is to highlight the most useful reasoning 
strategies, offer ways to make those strategies visible and compre-
hensible so that students learn to use them, and then to advocate for 
a focus on choosing among strategies. Not all of these strategies are 
options for all operations. Addition has more options, and division has 
very few. And as numbers get more complex, some of these strategies 
are not often useful.   Figure 4.13  provides an at-a-glance look at these 
reasoning strategies. This chart can be used as a unit planning guide 
to ensure you are attending to the range of strategies that fi t your topic. 
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Talk About It and Act On It 
sections at the end of each 
chapter offer further discussion 
points and practical ideas for 
immediate implementation.

The book offers a handy 
metacognitive process chart to 
help students select a strategy 
for any given situation.
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